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Bulletproofing Industrial
Control Systems
Environments
Prevent internal and external
cybersecurity breaches with zero
trust OT network segmentation

In recent years, malicious actors have pushed

By C. Max Farrell, TXOne Networks

organizations into increasingly higher risk of tremendous financial
losses or even catastrophic disasters. In response, security researchers
have needed to develop more secure and reliable network security
methodologies. Prior to the invention of zero trust, network defense was
typically based on two separate “trust levels”—inside network and outside
network (the internet). Communications originating from the inner
network were considered trustworthy; those from the outer network were
not. As malicious actors have rapidly developed their ability to compromise
machines, exploit vulnerabilities, and steal credentials on industrial
control system networks, they have shown us clearly that these traditional
methods cannot meet post-digital transformation security needs.
When the zero trust model was introduced by Forrester Research,
it showed that “trustworthy” networks do not actually exist. For
example, many major incidents in recent years have resulted from
cyberthreats that were introduced, intentionally or unintentionally, by
personnel or on-site visitors. This is why the zero trust model insists
that we “never trust, always verify.” Even for industrial control system
(ICS) networks that do not completely implement the zero trust model,
key ideas borrowed from it can lead to major improvements in overall
security. In today’s threat landscape, these defensive improvements are
more necessary with every passing day (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Safeguarding facilities in the constantly shifting OT threat landscape.

The terrain of the OT threat landscape, which is what we call the
complex tapestry of actual and potential cyberthreats to operational
technology (OT), is always changing with the rhythms of Industry 4.0,
industrial IoT, and digital transformation. The notorious Stuxnet attack is
considered to be the start of this landscape’s creation. This sophisticated
worm penetrated an Iranian nuclear power plant, where it compromised
programmable logic controllers (PLCs). Once in, the Stuxnet worm
collected sensitive information and destroyed what a December 22
Institute for Science and International Security report from the Institute
suggests could be about 1,000 centrifuges, or about a fifth of what Iran
had at that time. Stuxnet is one of the first pieces of malware specifically
designed to target an industrial control system (ICS) and was used to
cause what was definitively the first major OT cyber incident.
For the first several years after 2010, similar attacks were created by
state-sponsored threat actors to disrupt and harm critical infrastructure
organizations. This kind of attack was unlikely in an OT environment
until 2017, when a worm called WannaCry propagated extremely
widely. Two industry verticals suffered the most: manufacturing and
healthcare. Over that year, many different kinds of malware emerged
that were based on the same vulnerability as WannaCry—the SMB
vulnerability EternalBlue.
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Hackers had realized that a massive number of organizations were
susceptible to attacks based on this vulnerability. By viciously striking
at that weak point, they were able to cause wide-scale disruption
and spur enterprises to pay out large amounts of cash for the return
of their assets. In the years that followed, malicious actors began
putting serious work into designing targeted ransomware attacks to
exploit specific industry verticals. As of 2020 and 2021, these kinds of
customized, targeted attacks have become commonplace.
The greater productivity promised by modern technologies drives
manufacturers to embrace them and to take the risk of opening
the door further to networking and the internet. In this way, every
advancement brings with it new attack surfaces, and the potential for
another, even more aggressive wave of cyberattacks (Figure 2). Finally,
as a decentralized, untraceable digital currency, Bitcoin is the perfect
means by which criminals can collect ransoms without fear of the
payment being tracked to reveal their identities. These factors ensure
the continual shifting of the threat landscape and the emergence of
new threats. Once attackers have created a new form of malware based
on their knowledge of the assets, protocols, and standards common to
a vertical, the malware typically gets into an OT environment by way of
insider threats or external cyberattacks.

Figure 2: How threats get into your environment.
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Insider Threats and External Attacks
Threats can be either unintentional and intentional. In an unintentional
case of insider threat, an employee or third-party visitor, such as a
vendor or someone conducting maintenance, unknowingly brings an
infected device onto the premises. An intentional case might result
from a disgruntled employee or maintenance worker, or one to whom
malicious actors have offered compensation to conduct sabotage. In
both cases, unsecured USBs or laptops are the typical devices that
transmit threats, with the same end result.
External cyberattacks begin in the IT network. They most commonly
start from a phishing or spear phishing attack, but credential stuffing
and exploitation of unsecured remote access protocols are also
sometimes the means of initial access. These kinds of malware usually
take the form of ransomware or bots. Ransomware encrypts assets, often
on a massive scale, and then offers them back to stakeholders at a steep
price. Bots, in contrast, are usually used to carry out actions that allow
attackers to prepare for or set up the rest of the attack, such as allowing
them to take direct control of systems, execute applications, or collect
important information, such as credentials or the location of sensitive
data. Once attackers penetrate into the control center network, it’s very
easy for them to spread malware and escalate privileges in different
levels of the system, with impacts that can include entire production
cycle shutdown, damage to assets, or human endangerment.

Figure 3: Streamlining oversight and improving defenses with network
segmentation as the foundation of zero trust.
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In recent years, network segmentation has become a common
precaution for organizations seeking to repel modern cyberattacks.
This practice brings benefits beyond zero trust which serve to both
strengthen cybersecurity and simplify management. ICS standards
including IEC 62443, NIST SP 800-82, and NERC/CIP, all recommend
network segmentation for these reasons (Figure 3).
In terms of security, network segmentation creates an immediate
reduction in overall risk. If an intruder gets into your system, their
options are drastically reduced, and they will be unable to move
laterally. Quarantine for malware is built into the network’s design, so if
an asset gets infected, only that segment will be affected.
From a management perspective, network segmentation makes it
easy to monitor traffic between zones and empowers administrators to
deal with a massive amount of IoT devices. For IoT devices, it allows the data
and control paths to be separated, making it more challenging for attackers
to compromise devices. It also lays groundwork for the security of future
technologies, such as private 5G. In other words, as new communication
technologies are added to worksite environments, network segmentation
will be the first line of defense and the foundation for keeping risk low
(Figure 4). Even if one production line is affected by a cyberattack, the
threat will be contained so that the others can continue to work.

Figure 4: Network segmentation
significantly boosts operational
continuity, allowing productivity to be
maintained during a cyber incident.
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The Costs of OT and ICS Network Segmentation
VLANs, routing, firewalls, and SDNs are all solutions that originate in IT
that have been used to deploy network segmentation.
VLANs, or virtual LANs, are complicated and time consuming to set
up. They must be precisely configured, and accidental misconfiguration
frequently occurs, requiring the system to be modified. Creating new
segmentation using VLANs is challenging to automate, so stakeholders
will need to pay out again for the complex process of adding segments
whenever new assets or changes to the environment make it necessary.
Routing requires a network operation center (NOC). This
technology is difficult to troubleshoot, because routers are configured
using routing tables that list every asset with IP address permission
information. Maintenance and special permissions require the routing
tables to be checked and maintained by a team of technicians,
and micro-segmentation is impossible under this setup. For a
small environment, routing can be effective, but as the size of the
environment increases, the difficulty of using routing as the basis for
a secure network increases exponentially. Finally, configuration is only
possible during maintenance, which makes changing router settings
inconvenient to operations.
Firewalls are also commonly used for network segmentation. The
primary drawback with firewalls based in IT is that very few firewalls
provide support for OT protocols, so they cannot make policies or do
filtering at a command level, and are likely to interfere with productivity.
Although they might sometimes understand or recognize OT protocols,
they are unlikely to provide command-level configuration.
SDNs (software-defined networks) are effective, but extremely
expensive. In the IT world, when people talk about zero trust,
sometimes they include SDNs. To create an SDN, a smart switch or
smart router will automatically create ideal network paths for different
departments or purposes. This is a logical concept, but the routers
equipped to create SDNs are extremely expensive, and the organization
that wants to use this technology may need to replace the majority
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of switches and routers in their OT environment. Finally, using this
strategy will require a dedicated network operation center. The major
drawback that these IT-based methods of network segmentation
share is that they all require changes to existing network architecture.
That means shutdowns and network downtime, which are a major
interruption to productivity.

Best Practices for Deploying the Zero Trust Methodology in OT Environments
While the core of zero trust is network segmentation, stakeholders
who want to bulletproof their worksite and keep the operation running
should also implement virtual patching, trust lists, hardening of critical
assets, and security inspections (Figure 5). Solutions used to implement
these practices should be centralized for policy management,
maintenance, and event log review.
Ideal network segmentation solutions for OT and ICS environments
must be OT-native, and need to come in different form factors for
different purposes. The two key form factors are OT-native IPSs
for microsegmentation and 1-to-1 protection of critical assets, and
OT-native firewalls for transparently creating segmentation with
broader definition of network security policy. IPSs can also come as
an “array,” where many of them are included in one appliance for

Figure 5. A variety of security implementations support network segmentation.
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ease of management. These appliances should have support for the
OT protocols that the work site’s assets use, with the ability to create
advanced configurations at the command level. With this capability,
microsegmentation can be conducted using trust lists set at the
network level and at the protocol level using OT-native IPSs or firewalls.
Support for virtual patching comes in here, too, at the device level—this
is a functionality that secures unpatchable or legacy assets without
requiring any changes to their configurations.
Critical assets should be hardened using trust lists deployed
within the device, at the level of applications and processes. For fixeduse legacy assets, it’s as simple as creating a trust list that only allows
applications and processes necessary to the asset’s purpose to run,
which also prevents malware from running. For modernized machines
that have more resources and must conduct a variety of tasks,
hardening must be based on trust lists with a library of approved ICS
applications and certificates, as well as machine learning that has the
ability to spot malicious actions.
Finally, security inspections for stand-alone or air-gapped systems
as well as inbound and outbound devices prevent insider threats from
affecting your operations. Many major cyberattacks that took place
in 2020 and 2021 were the result of something as simple as a trusted
technician carrying an infected USB into a work site.
Zero trust has shown OT security intelligence specialists that
network trust awareness is critical to maintaining operational integrity.
Implementing zero trust in OT and ICS environments is much easier
with network segmentation, which makes operations much more
defensible and streamlines management. This is why network
segmentation has become a byword in work site cyberdefense.
When IT-based solutions are deployed in operational technology
and ICS environments, their large demands on resources and lack of
sensitivity to OT protocols are just as likely to interfere with operations
as they are to protect them. For this reason, TXOne Networks has
developed OT-native solutions, supported day-and-night by the efforts
of threat researchers who constantly monitor the threat landscape.
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As malicious actors develop devastating new methods of cyberattack
with the intention of extorting as much money as possible from
organizations, the best practices of network segmentation, virtual
patching, trust lists, hardening critical assets, and periodic security
inspections allow organizations to repel the cyberthreats of today and
prevent the threats of tomorrow.
For more information, visit TXOne Networks.
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Industrial Edge Controllers Enable
New Cybersecurity Options
Simplify and secure connected automation using these
embedded cybersecurity tools
When you’re gathering, processing, and sharing operational data
from industrial equipment, whether located on premises or remotely,

By Josh Eastburn,
Opto 22

cybersecurity is a big worry. Your systems, equipment, and the data in
them are essential, potentially sensitive, and certainly worth protecting.
You need industrial devices and software that can help you do that.
For all digital systems, security is a complex issue with different
implications depending on your organization and your system. Security
requirements constantly change as your system evolves, and building
security into your system design is key. As Bruce Schneier wrote in
2000, “Security is a process, not a product.”
To address security’s complex, changing nature, you need
to understand security risks, understand your environment, and
understand the security tools you have to work with. Security experts
recognize several elements of system security, including physical
security, policies and procedures, and network security.
Industrial edge controllers like Opto 22’s groov EPIC system help
you address network security requirements in ways that have been
previously impossible in automation, except by using IPCs (industrial
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computers), servers, or security-specific network appliances. Designed
from the ground up to help you build distributed systems, edge
controllers provide the tools and methods necessary to make your
system as secure as possible from a network access standpoint, while
maintaining the flexibility you need for your specific application.
This article describes some key cybersecurity features that edge
controllers are helping to popularize: user authentication, encrypted
connections, firewalls, network zoning, and outbound communications.

User Authentication
Controlling who can access your device and exactly what each user can
do with it is a vital part of cybersecurity. Just like your laptop or your bank
account, an edge controller can require users to identify themselves
using a unique username and password before they can do anything
else [Figure 1]. Edge controllers typically provide services for creating and
managing users and related parameters like session timeouts. Securityconscious edge controllers avoid the use of a default username and
password that someone might be able to guess or find on the internet.

Figure 1: Opto 22’s groov EPIC provides granular user and software client access
control.
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Edge controllers may provide different access levels for
administrators, developers, operators, API calls, and so on, then allow
those user rights to be assigned to authorized people or software
services. Authentication may happen through either a username/
password combination or an API token.
When you limit access to the controller this way, consider it as
part of a total security system that includes other best practices; for
example, requiring that authorized users change their passwords every
three months or securing the control equipment in a locked cabinet
with keys accessible to a limited number of personnel.
If your site manages user accounts through an LDAP service (for
example, Microsoft Active Directory Service), you can work with your
IT department to configure your edge controller to connect to the
LDAP server, authenticate a user, and help determine which services
a user can access. For simple setups you can use the LDAP server to
authenticate users and give them default local permissions. For systems
with a larger number of users or more complex user management, you
can map an LDAP group to a specific set of permissions.

Encrypted Connections
Authentication allows an authorized user or piece of software to access
the server’s resources. Encryption, another important security feature,
changes data so that it is unreadable by anyone who does not have the
decryption keys. SSL/TLS (Secure Sockets Layer and its newer version,
Transport Layer Security) use security certificates consisting of a private
key and a public key to encrypt the traffic between the client and the
server.
Security certificates are also a way that clients can verify a server’s
identity so they can be assured they are communicating with the
correct server and not an impostor [Figure 2]. Industrial edge controllers
can use this infrastructure to prevent incoming and outgoing data
from being observed by unknown third parties—what is called a manin-the-middle attack.
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Figure 2: The groov EPIC system supports X.509 PKI standard certified client
connections.

X.509 is a standard format for public key certificates and can
be used by edge controllers to secure internal client connections to
external servers (client SSL) and from external clients to the controller’s
internal servers (server SSL). SSL/TLS certificates can be devicegenerated, self-signed, or registered publicly through a Certificate
Authority (CA).
A Certificate Authority is a trusted organization that vouches for
your server’s identity on your behalf. Since CA certificates are usually
pre-installed on consumer devices, CA-signed certificates also relieve
you of the work of installing certificates on all the clients that you might
want to have connect to your controller.
For example, each groov EPIC processor comes with a unique
certificate (called a self-signed server SSL certificate) to enable
encrypted communication between its internal web applications and
web browsers on computers and mobile devices. However, you might
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want to use a certificate signed by a third-party CA for any of the
following situations:
▶

You want to allow access to the controller by many more users and
through many devices (like computers, smartphones, and tablets).

▶

You want to allow remote access to the controller via REST API calls,
OPC UA clients, or other inbound communications.

▶

You want to allow communication to travel through the Internet.
When a server certificate is installed on the edge controller and a

client device attempts to connect, a certificate exchange validates the
connection between them. So long as the client stays connected directly
to the controller on a secure connection (using https, for example), the
data they share is protected from a man-in-the-middle attack.

Firewalls
Firewalls are critical in securing data communications, and since edge
controllers are designed for distributed communication, embedded
firewalls are becoming a required feature [Figure 3].
A firewall on a network or on a device acts like the doors in a
building. The door on a building’s main entrance often swings in
to allow entry, and a security guard or receptionist checks IDs and
regulates who is allowed to enter. Emergency exit doors swing out

Figure 3: Firewalls block unwanted
incoming traffic but permit outgoing
traffic as necessary.
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only. They’re locked from the outside for security, but people inside the
building can easily get out if they need to.
With a firewalled network or device, outbound communications
can occur to external servers or services, just like people can leave
through the emergency exit doors of a building. But communications
attempting to come in are rejected, just like people can’t come in
through the locked emergency exits. These inbound communications
are permitted only through a specific network port that’s been opened
to allow them, and only with the right encryption and credentials—
again, like people entering through a building’s main entrance door,
but only if they have an ID and an appointment to visit someone inside.
An edge controller with a device firewall helps provide security by
stopping unsolicited traffic from accessing your automation networks,
software applications, and connected devices. Typically, the only traffic
it should allow back through is responses to traffic that originated from
the controller’s software. Device-originated connections are considered
trustworthy because their origin is known.
However, a device firewall typically gives you configurable security
options. For example, each network interface on groov EPIC—the two
Ethernet interfaces, the wireless interface, and the VPN interface—has its
own firewall settings. You can set specific firewall rules for each interface,
for trusted networks (where unsecured ports are open) and untrusted
networks (where only encrypted, authenticated ports should be open).

Network Zoning
A key concept in the ISA/IEC 62443-3 specification on industrial
cybersecurity is zoning—keeping networks isolated to prevent
unauthorized access to data. Industrial edge controllers can help by
providing multiple network interfaces that can be configured to isolate
trusted networks from untrusted networks.
▶

A trusted network is any network where you know exactly who has
access to it, for example, your OT network where existing PLCs and
I/O reside.
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▶

An untrusted network is any network where you don’t know who
has access to it, like an IT network or the internet.
For example, groov EPIC is not a router, which functions to join two

networks together. Instead, it keeps your trusted networks and your
untrusted networks apart, separating them into zones [Figure 4]. This
default configuration eliminates any chance of unsecured devices on
one network interface being exposed to the others.
However, for users who need to access an edge controller from an
untrusted network (the internet or a corporate LAN, for example), edge
controllers can also support virtual private network (VPN) tunneling,
which allows disparate networks to be bridged through secure
connections to a shared VPN server.

Figure 4: groov EPIC’s default configuration isolates network traffic into trusted and untrusted security zones.
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Figure 5: An edgeoriented virtual private
network (VPN) using
groov EPIC’s embedded
OpenVPN client.

An edge controller with built-in VPN support [Figure 5] can
connect to VPN servers as a client on an outbound, device-originated
connection (so no open ports on the controller are required).
Additionally, the controller can provide remote access to its own
software services. Then, any other VPN client (like your PC or mobile
device) can securely log into the VPN server using a valid account or
client configuration file and reach the edge controller’s applications.
By default, VPN access to an edge controller provides access only to
software running on that controller, not to any other devices connected
to the controller via other network interfaces. However, if you want to
allow access to devices in another network zone, some controllers allow
you to use port redirection [Figure 6] to create temporary conduits
between network interfaces.
For example, perhaps you have a PLC on your trusted OT network
that you want to reach from another network in order to make changes
using the PLC’s own proprietary software (for example, RSLogix
software from Rockwell Automation connecting to an Allen-Bradley
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PLC). With port redirection, you can designate a specific port on one
network interface to permit traffic to pass through to an IP address and
port on the network interface connected to the PLC.
Best practice is to block all unsecured network ports (like Modbus/
TCP port 502) on untrusted network interfaces. However, a VPN tunnel
created on an untrusted network interface allows only authenticated,
encrypted data communications over that interface, so only authorized
users can gain access.
In this scenario, you would configure a port redirect—a conduit—
from the VPN tunnel interface established on the untrusted network
zone to the trusted network zone, where the unsecured PLC is. You
should enable this conduit only on demand and for a limited time period.

Figure 6: With groov EPIC’s port redirect feature, a remote PC can securely update a protected PLC’s
software over a VPN connection.
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Outbound Communications
As stated, an edge device is inherently more secure and requires less
configuration when it utilizes outbound data communications, rather
than having to open ports to receive connection requests. Should
a malicious actor obtain enough information to send a connection
request to the device, it could exploit the presence of an open port
in the firewall to grant itself control or read sensitive information.
Restricting communications to outbound services means the firewall
can be buttoned-up tight, eliminating this vulnerability completely.
VPN, already explored here, is one example of device-originating,
outbound communication that an industrial edge controller might
provide, but there are many others. Traditional automation activities
like talking to remote I/O or polling Modbus/TCP devices require only
outbound connections. More exciting still, RESTful calls to web services,
posted data to SQL databases, and publish-subscribe communications
over MQTT are also outbound communications that an industrial edge
controller can provide.
And note that protocols like MQTT and VPN give you the
option to persist these outbound connections so that bi-directional
communication is still possible within this security framework.

New Strategies, New Options
Traditional approaches to securing automation networks like air
gapping, VLANs, or IP filtering can complicate efforts to build
connected systems and democratize operational data. By contrast,
industrial edge controllers offer a granular approach that embeds
essential security functions directly into your process, maintaining a
defense-in-depth strategy without restricting your communication
options or scalability.
As stated in the beginning, this article is not intended to be
a comprehensive guide to ICS security. However, when used in
combination and as part of a larger security strategy, the functions
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outlined here—user authentication, encrypted connections, firewalls,
network zoning, and outbound communications—can be used to
significantly restrict access to critical control functions and sensitive data.
Importantly, these security functions are already prevalent
throughout IT network infrastructure, making them highly compatible
with existing security elements and helping to bridge the gap between
IT and OT systems.
For more information, explore the full “groov EPIC Security Design
& Best Practices” technical note from Opto 22.
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Manufacturing AI
Enhances Asset
Performance
Management
and Profitability
A new asset health index, AI predictive analytics, and total
asset optimization generate new manufacturing insights.
By Stewart Chalmers and James Na, BISTelligence
Manufacturers are turning to AI predictive analytics to drive down
production costs, extend equipment utilization, and improve overall
factory efficiency. Big or small, the cost of production failure is more
worrisome today than ever. Massive investment in new, multi-milliondollar equipment and processes to help quickly develop new products
and get them to market is critical to achieving profitability before the
opportunity is lost and competition diminishes profit margins. Even for
smaller, or niche manufacturers, controlling costs is equally important.
Consequently, industrial and high-tech manufacturers are welcoming
new digital technologies, particularly in AI analytics and automation
for advanced manufacturing. These new technologies hold the key to
achieving true digital transformation and sustainability in manufacturing.
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Adopting industry 4.0 technologies solves decades-old
manufacturing challenges:
▶

Machine downtime due to unexpected equipment failure results
in costly batch loss

▶

Inefficient maintenance programs drive up equipment costs and
erase profits

▶

High capital expenditures operate
inefficiently, depressing profit margins

▶

Siloed, disconnected data systems
create huge inefficiencies across the
factory

▶

“AI predictive analytics
cuts asset downtime in half
and reduces equipment
maintenance costs by more
than 20 percent”

High replacement cost of parts due to a lack of real-time insight
that can predict component failure

▶

Long repair times caused by unexpected shutdowns
BISTelligence has long been a leader in engineering automation,

equipment monitoring, and process control for smart manufacturing.
GrandView Asset Performance Management (APM), from the Aidentyx
division of BISTelligence, focuses on asset health monitoring, predictive
maintenance, and total asset optimization.
APM is a machine learning/artificial intelligence (mAI) framework
designed for manufacturers. It uses AI, machine learning, and advanced
analytics to help manufacturers yield new insights that improve asset
performance and eliminate downtime. Data is captured and shared
across

the manufacturing ecosystem resulting in an increase in overall

asset and plant efficiency:
▶

Reduces unexpected equipment downtime

▶

Prevents costly batch loss

▶

Extends the life of critical assets

▶

Improves maintenance costs by as much as 20 percent
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▶

Increases reliability through 24/7 equipment health monitoring
and anomaly detection

▶

Eliminates silo data systems that cause inefficiencies

Manufacturing Sectors Embrace Asset Performance
Management
Grandview Asset Performance Management (APM) includes conditions
monitoring, asset optimization, asset integrity and reliability, asset
health management, and predictive maintenance. The fastest growing
segment of asset performance management is predictive maintenance,
expected to grow to a $68.5 billion market by 2030 (Figure 1). The
application-rich environment includes prediction-based maintenance,
which is deployed quickly and integrated seamlessly into legacy IT and
OT systems. The return on investment (ROI) is quickly evident.

Figure 1: Global APM solution market value share analysis, by component, by software
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The predictive maintenance segment
is fast replacing old, costly run-to-fail, timebased, and traditional condition-based
maintenance approaches that are reactionary.
The ability to decrease maintenance costs and
increase asset utilization is a value proposition

APM Rising: AI Predictive Maintenance
Driven by progress in sensor
technology, 5G, edge computing,
& edge analytics, the IIoT market
is projected to be worth $310B
by 2023

engineering and maintenance crews are
quickly recognizing. According to analysts,
IT and OT managers are incorporating this
approach into their continuous improvement
programs at an accelerated pace (Figure 2).

How Does GrandView APM Work?

Unplanned downtime costs
industrial manufacturers
approximately $50B annually
Poor maintenance strategies as a
result of inefficient data
utilization can reduce productive
capacity by up to 20%

The GrandView APM framework includes
fault detection, classification and predictive
maintenance smart applications deployed on
the cloud and onsite. The framework delivers:
▶

Factory-wide, around the clock
monitoring creates an asset health
index and generates insights to ensure

<5% of companies in 2019 have
an Asset Performance Management
program to optimize maintenance,
operations, & asset investment
decisions
Figure 2: Global predictive maintenance market
Source: Allied Market Research, IoT Analytics, ZDNet

equipment is operating at peak
performance
▶

Real-time monitoring, anomaly detection, and AI predictive
analytics combine to offer advance warnings, predicting
equipment issues before they happen

▶

Data-driven maintenance strategy cuts costs and shares insights
across the factory, connecting predictions to EAM, CMMS, and ERP

Remaining Useful Life (RUL) Prediction
• Eliminate unexpected equipment failu
• Reduce maintenance costs with
Predictive Maintenance (PdM)

systems to minimize downtime
▶

Powerful visualization provides global visibility with data and
dashboarding for executives and engineers at all levels of
operations anywhere, anytime
By detecting, and analyzing real-time streaming and historical

data, leveraging powerful predictive analytics, GrandView saves
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manufacturers time and expense by reducing two of the leading losses
for the manufacturing industry: equipment failure and downtime.

Traditional Approaches to Maintenance
▶

Traditional health monitoring and predictive maintenance
solutions require significant user intervention, are localized, and
take a long time to deploy. They also require significant IT resources
and other costly support. Traditional maintenance programs
rely on out-of-date methodologies to schedule equipment
maintenance and parts replacement. Manufacturers largely rely on
three maintenance strategies (Figure 3):

▶

Run-to-failure, which maximizes equipment utilization at the
expense of costly downtime. It is surprising to see many companies
still adopting this “run it until it breaks” approach.

▶

Time-based maintenance scheduling leads to unnecessary and
costly preventive maintenance or part replacements.

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
X Ineffective
X Resource Intensive
X Costly

Time-based
Manitenance

Condition
Monitoring

Real-time
Data-Driven
Autonomous
Highest ROI

Run-to-failure
GrandView Asset Performance
Analytics System

Traditional

ASSET MAINTENANCE APPROACH

Smart Manufacturing

Figure 3: Asset Maintenance Approaches
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▶

Traditional equipment health monitoring is a reactionary solution
that fails to address the underlying challenges. These approaches

are costly and inefficient.
ising: AI Predictive Maintenance

by progress in sensor
ogy, 5G, edge computing,
Remaining
analytics, the IIoT market
Will Fail
cted to be worth $310B
3

Ineffective
Useful Life (RUL) PredictsXWhen
Assets

X Resource Intensive
X Costly
GrandView APM uses powerful analytics to predict equipment failures

and alert maintenance teams. It assesses the health and performance of

Time-based
Manitenance

Condition
Monitoring

ned downtime costs
machines in real-time, provides an asset health index, and uses real-time
al manufacturers
Run-to-failure
and historical data to predict an estimated remaining
useful life (RUL) of
mately $50B annually

equipment [Figure 4]. GrandView APM’s new work order management

G

feature
aintenance strategies
as a connects to ERP, EAM, and CMMS to order parts and schedule
f inefficient data service without the usual disruptions caused by traditional approaches.
on can reduce productive
y by up to 20%
If engineers know how much longer an asset can continue to
run, maintenance can be scheduled and replacement parts can be

companies in 2019ordered
have
at the most optimal time. Maintenance is only
performed
Traditional
ASSET MAINTENANCE APPROACH
et Performance Management
when needed. This maximizes the utilization of the asset and eliminates
m to optimize maintenance,
system downtime.
ons, & asset investment
ns

An AI-based predictive maintenance approach offers continuous

optimization of assets and provides manufacturers with valuable and
actionable insights to make better decisions that improve engineering
productivity, cut maintenance costs, and extend the life of the asset.

RUL 10 days
Remaining Useful Life (RUL) Prediction
• Eliminate unexpected equipment failures
• Reduce maintenance costs with
Predictive Maintenance (PdM)

Failure
Alarm 80%
Warning 60%
AI-driven asset
health projection

Current Status

Failure Projection

Figure 4: AI data-driven predictive analytics
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Machine learning based anomaly detection
GrandView APM also includes real-time asset health monitoring and
anomaly detection to identify faults using two methodologies:
1.

Traditional model-based monitoring, using control limits to detect
issues. The setting and tuning of the control limits can be done
either manually or by machine learning.

2.

Drift/Shift detection. Since some issues do not happen abruptly,
but rather gradually, this capability tracks the performance trend
of a parameter based on a set reference. This allows the solution to
see gradual changes in the system and provides early warning of
potential problems to engineers.

Visualization Creates Dashboards for All Levels of Operation
Whether you are an operator, engineer or executive, GrandView APM
integrates with all other factory data management systems to provide
the ultimate data visualization experience (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Detailed insights are one click away
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GrandView APM plant wide, real-time monitoring maintains the
health of equipment and web-based visualization improves decision
making. GrandView APM collects, contextualizes, and analyzes data to
enable role-based dashboarding for all users across the factory. Benefits
include:
▶

Summary dashboard of all your assets to provide a quick
understanding of your plants’ overall performance – from one plant
or multiple plants around the world

▶

Pareto of asset performance to help you quickly focus on troubled
areas

▶

Simple one-click drill down to get detailed insights on all
monitored assets

▶

Intuitive charts and graphs to provide clear statistics and
visualization on asset health status

▶

Asset remaining useful life (RUL) information to help you create the
most optimal maintenance plan possible
To learn more or to schedule a demo, call +1 818-681-3588 or visit

www.GrandView-APM.com.
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How to Get on the
Road to Industrial
Autonomy
Make digitalization work for your
operation and its people, with an
eye toward sustainability
By Joe Bastone, Honeywell
Companies across the process industries are under
constant pressure to meet production targets, minimize
costs, maximize asset efficiency, and ensure the health
and safety of their workforce. At the same time, they are
grappling with longer-term considerations, such as how
to align production strategies with market demand to
maximize revenue growth; how to harness IIoT
and other forms of digitization to drive
efficiency; and how to enact
measures to reduce their
carbon footprint.
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Remote working conditions at production sites have amplified the
need for more resilient, interconnected plants. Yet even as industries
grapple with these structural changes, and as societies and economies
pivot to the ‘new normal,’ companies have a window of opportunity
to adapt their strategies and technologies to reduce operational
disruption and usher in higher levels of performance and profitability.
However, all this requires a degree of agility—potentially achieved
through automation—that most industrial companies simply do not yet
have. Let’s take a closer look at the current state of process automation,
and then examine what companies need to do to get on path to true
industrial autonomy.

Current State of Play
Rather than take a long-term, strategic lifecycle approach to their
automation systems, many industrial companies have tended to
update their systems gradually, and somewhat haphazardly, in
response to competitive pressures, customer demands, external
events, and security requirements. A control system installed 25 years
ago, for example, often consists of a patchwork of additions made
over time. This has resulted in a vast number of uniquely configured
control systems that are difficult to maintain because of their
complexity.
Many sites also lack a consistent philosophy of how to integrate
plant subsystems. The prevailing information technology (IT) focus on the
operational technology (OT) space has only exacerbated this problem.
Furthermore, a large proportion of seasoned industrial engineers,
operators, and technicians are retiring. As these workers depart, they’re
taking critical control and process knowledge with them.
Backfilling open positions with new hires only solves part of the
problem. Once new employees arrive on site, they must be extensively
trained in order to build even basic competence, never mind equivalent
knowledge and skills. All this takes time.
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These pervasive challenges are triggering a rethink in the role
of control systems. Industrial automation is increasingly seen as an
effective way to leverage decades of process know-how, integrate
subsystems and streamline communications, and realize true agility
and flexibility.

Defining Industrial Autonomy
Across the process industries, there are different views on what
constitutes industrial autonomy.
According to a recent study by LNS Research, approximately 50% of
industrial leaders have an autonomous plant initiative formalized, and
41% are accelerating autonomous plant efforts due to the pandemic.

Without a doubt, autonomy will be a hallmark of
successful process industry operations of the future.

An integral part of Industry 4.0, industrial autonomy will enable
industrial assets and operations with robust adaptive capabilities.
Autonomous control systems will respond without operator interaction
to situations within a secure, bounded domain that was not preprogrammed or anticipated in the system design.
Industrial autonomy enables plant operators to harness innovation
to transform their operations. Since digitization is not a one-step
process, understanding a facility’s capabilities, digital maturity, and
state of operations is crucial to identifying its next evolutionary steps.
Autonomy is about leveraging technology to achieve better
situational awareness. It’s about allowing a system to take optimal
action that achieves desired outcomes—higher production, improved
quality, increased reliability, better workforce efficiency—in the best
possible manner.
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Industrial autonomy helps automate a host of plant floor tasks
and verify they are performed flawlessly and consistently. Most
important, autonomous operations can mean moving humans out
of unsafe environments without inhibiting their access or view to
process information.

The Path Toward Autonomous Operations
Considering the vast range of operational tasks involved in a typical
process plant, true autonomous operations may appear to be out of
reach for many companies. However, they will continue to deploy more
intelligent, semi-autonomous subsystems that allow workers to focus
on higher-level tasks while making operations safer, more reliable, and
more efficient.
To move toward autonomy in industrial processes, it’s important to
understand what can be fully automated, what elements will require
human supervision, and which areas will remain manual. Once that
is established, it is possible to set a path to autonomy following six
progressive levels:
1.

Manual operations: Here, every aspect of the plant enterprise,
including instructions and record keeping, is performed manually.
Humans make all the decisions and perform every function.

2.

Controlled and optimized operations: Most industrial facilities fall
into this category because they use control systems and advanced
control software. But that doesn’t mean they excel at it. Many still
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have control loops running in manual mode or tuned incorrectly
that hinder their ability to optimize processes. Moreover, a large
percentage employ control models that do not reflect current
process dynamics or equipment performance—and that can result
in them giving up on advanced control altogether.
3.

Intelligent operations: The shift to intelligent operations is the
essence of Industry 4.0. It’s all about software analytics—collecting
data, analyzing it, getting recommendations, and acting on
it. Digital twins can be used to compare current process and
equipment performance against expected performance. The
benefit of a model-based approach is that process and equipment
performance is evaluated according to known or physical
characteristics of plant processes. Users can model changes in the
plant and current behavior, see if models are delivering expected
results, and employ a digital twin to close the loop between
process dynamics and process design.

4.

Remote operations: Once process operations are optimized and
intelligent, users can think about leveraging remote operations.
From remote project execution and service and support, to
centrally located remote operations centers, these capabilities
provide an opportunity to improve workforce efficiency,
collaboration, and problem solving, and to effectively serve multiple
sites or projects. Remote operations centers are used extensively in
the industrial world, particularly in areas with distributed assets.

5.

Resilient operations: More than ever, plant owners need robust
technology that helps them withstand faults without the presence
of a large number of workers on site. They need measures such as
backup power systems to keep equipment operating. Being resilient
means that when failures do occur, the system or operation continues
to run normally and recovery is automated. Control systems are
typically built with redundant controllers. If a controller fails, the
redundant partner takes over, ensuring normal operations. At the
same time, the controller is now non-redundant, and a process upset
will occur if the controller also fails. Resilient operations reallocates the
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control application to available system resources, ensuring operations
continue undisturbed and system resiliency is maintained.
6.

Autonomous Operations: True autonomous operations can be seen
as enabling every day to be the best day of production and every
person becoming an expert in their assigned role. The journey to
autonomy is characterized by making use of all available digital
technologies to realize advances in safety, reliability, and efficiency.
For the most part, the far upstream oil and gas business is

automated—wellheads and pipelines are largely unmanned. By
reducing the presence of people on offshore platforms to only when it
is strictly necessary, companies can dramatically improve human safety
while lowering operating costs. The mining industry is also rapidly
moving towards autonomy, significantly decreasing the number of
people at remote locations in favor of centralized operations.
While the aforementioned maturity model does have a natural
sequence and evolution, plant operators might find that there
are manual procedures for some operations while some pieces of
equipment operate autonomously. So, it’s instructive to assess existing
capabilities at each level.
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Honeywell offers an extensive portfolio of products, services, and
software—from methodologies to reduce project risk, to solutions for
asset performance monitoring and remote operations—to support
industrial organizations as they progress toward industrial autonomy.
Without a doubt, autonomy will be a hallmark of successful
process industry operations of the future. As technology moves
beyond automation, autonomy and autonomous systems will bring
transformational improvements while addressing the need for postCOVID-19 preparedness and resilience, and longstanding challenges
such as growing operational complexity and the aging industrial
workforce.
An unencumbered vision is necessary to plot out the incremental
steps to achieve a more autonomous future. This vision requires
investing in automation systems in a strategic and consistent manner
with the total lifecycle of the plant in mind.
To learn more, visit https://www.honeywellprocess.com.
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Must-Have SCADA
Features for the
Modern Era
By Don Pearson,
Inductive Automation
Behind the scenes of almost any industry, there’s a SCADA system
at work. Ranging from simple configurations to large, complex
installations, SCADA systems are the backbone of modern
manufacturing, carrying out essential day-to-day functions like
controlling industrial processes; notifying operators about problems
that could cause downtime; monitoring, gathering, and processing
data; interacting directly with devices through HMI software; and
recording events.
In today’s environment, there is no doubt that SCADA is essential.
However, before adopting or upgrading SCADA, there are certain
features that must be considered to guarantee that a new system is
powerful and flexible enough to excel in the modern era.

Implement
a SCADA
system that
is powerful
and flexible
enough for
the future of
industry

With the continued adoption of digital transformation and Industry
4.0 technology, manufacturers are using more data and analytics in
their day-to-day processes than ever before. As a result, SCADA systems
based on ‘90s technology are not sufficient. It’s impossible to take an
organization into tomorrow if it’s stuck in yesterday.
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So, when you’re choosing a new SCADA system for your
organization, you should be certain it’s powerful and flexible enough to
adapt to all of these unfolding changes. So how do you find that exact
right type of system? Here, we’ll tell you what you need to look for in a
SCADA system today.

“It’s impossible to take an organization into
tomorrow if it’s stuck in yesterday.”

IIoT-Ready
IIoT allows for access to unprecedented amounts of data. When
correctly implemented, IIoT improves connectivity, efficiency, and
scalability, in addition to providing time and cost savings.
Having an IIoT-capable system is critical for businesses to compete
in this day and age. While the automation industry is still relatively new
to leveraging analytics and AI with real-time data, IIoT architectures
help to incorporate these increasingly in-demand techniques. In that
way, IIoT-ready systems are poised to facilitate growth.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Does it work with IIoT standards like MQTT?

▶

Can it connect intelligent devices to infrastructure?

▶

Can it connect to the cloud or does it partially run in the cloud?

▶

Can it handle large-scale data collection?
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Bridging the OT-IT Gap
Historically, IT and OT have been separate domains, often with different
languages and procedures. But for a system to succeed in today’s
landscape, there needs to be an alignment between OT and IT. Bridging
the gap between OT and IT is one of the many roles of a SCADA system.
When OT and IT are aligned, it leads to major benefits like lower
costs, reduced risk, standardization across the enterprise, and better
decision-making. In order to successfully implement IIoT, it is important
to identify technologies that are compatible with both IT and OT
infrastructures.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Can it connect to any PLC?

▶

Can it connect to databases?

▶

Can it connect to your ERP system?

▶

Can it make data accessible to all levels of the organization?

Open Standards
A SCADA system should be based on open
standards, which promote interoperability and
make integration, scalability, and collaboration
much easier. Open standards are by definition
vendor-neutral, offering a perfect alternative to
a single vendor’s proprietary technology, which
often prohibits mixing and matching pieces of
software or hardware.
Open standards [Figure 1] poise a system
for moving into the future by allowing
organizations to choose best-of-breed

Figure 1: SCADA systems should support open
technologies versus proprietary ones.

technologies instead of being locked into a
specific vendor’s ecosystem.
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Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Does it support open technologies like SQL, Python, MQTT, OPC UA,
SOAP, REST, HTML5, and CSS, or is it built on proprietary technologies?

▶

Will it lock the system into having certain vendors?

▶

How difficult will it be to maintain or expand?

Multiple Operating Systems
A SCADA system that is compatible with multiple operating systems
provides long-term cost savings, gives more options for building a
system, prevents vendor lock, and causes fewer support headaches.
Given that the SCADA system forms the backbone of the entire
organization, this isn’t simply a nice-to-have feature—it’s essential.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Can it work with many or all major operating systems?

▶

If it works in only one OS and loses vendor support, how will that
affect operations?

▶

What will it cost in time and money to switch to a different OS?

Web-Deployable
A SCADA system needs to be web-deployable, either
on-premise or in the cloud. Cloud deployment
platforms often provide greater cost efficiencies
for storage and computing compared to on-prem,
as well as higher-level capabilities like advanced
analytics, business intelligence, and machine
learning.
Additionally, organizations can have the best of
both worlds by taking advantage of a hybrid cloud/
on-prem architecture [Figure 2].
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Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Can it be accessed from a local network?

▶

What about from an Android device or an iPhone?

▶

Can it run full-featured in a web browser or mobile?

▶

Is it only a limited version that is unable to run the entire application?

▶

How long does deployment take? Is it instantaneous?

▶

Can it be deployed in the cloud in addition to on-prem, and can
those systems work together?

▶

Does it provide a quick way to put OT data into cloud services like
AWS and Azure?

Made for Mobile
In the modern era, the role of a SCADA system is vastly different than it
was in the ‘90s. There has been a huge proliferation of mobile devices
over the past 15 years; therefore, today’s SCADA systems should be
equally functional on mobile as well as desktop.
Having a SCADA system that leverages HTML5-based components
is critical for building out operational dashboards. You want a system
that provides HMI on the plant floor, yet also makes OT data instantly
available so that operators can immediately respond to problems and
make informed decisions based on real-time data, wherever they are.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Does it work equally well on mobile, desktop, and plant-floor
screens?

▶

Does it offer a first-class solution for building mobile industrial
applications?

▶

Do the HMIs look good on any size screen?

▶

How advanced is the mobile component?
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▶

Is it built “mobile-first” from the ground up or is the mobile
element tacked on?

Remote Monitoring & Process Control
A SCADA system that enables remote monitoring expands the reach
of real-time information beyond the control room to remote users.
Operators at any location need access to the same information as the
control room, sourced from a common ecosystem that is agile and
scalable.
Remote process control allows for immediate action, reducing
the number of personnel on-site and the need for travel. It lowers
operational costs, improves worker safety, and speeds up response
times for incidental alarms.
As COVID-19 has accelerated the move toward remote operations
over the last year and a half, remote process control has become a
permanent shift for many organizations.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Can it easily set up a remote connection to anything inside the
enterprise?

▶

Can it increase the number of tags and connections without going
over budget?

▶

Can it easily collect data from the field and from edge devices?

▶

Can it add capabilities like reporting, alarming, and enterprise
administration to manage a fleet of installations?

Edge-of-Network Capabilities
According to an Eclipse Foundation survey this year, the adoption of
edge computing technologies is accelerating alongside the adoption of
IIoT, making it one of the fastest growing areas of industrial automation.
Edge computing pushes polling closer to the source, covering more
territory while reducing latency, thereby improving security and
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collecting real-time data more reliably.
Edge computing creates many powerful solutions, particularly in
a geographically distributed system. It standardizes and adds context
at the edge. For example, a tag can be recognized as more than just
a Modbus address; it can be identified as, for example, a pressure
transmitter with metadata that identifies its location upstream or
downstream of the pump.
In larger IIoT ecosystems, edge computing allows data to transmit
from the edge through the SCADA system and into the enterprise
environment for consumption. Additionally, it opens up the ability to
integrate information beyond industrial protocols, taking flat files, PDFs,
and cameras and converting them into real-time information to assist
with analytic and business decisions.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Does it extend data collection, visualization, and system
management to the edge?

▶

Can it add functionality like local HMIs, field devices, data
synchronization, and publication of field device data at the edge?

Scalability
In today’s world, it’s not a question of whether conditions will change,
it’s a question of how and when conditions will change. Therefore, when
evaluating how future-proof a SCADA system is, you must consider its
ability to grow and scale. An ideal system should allow an organization to
build any kind of architecture, whether it’s a simple data logger, a network
that stretches over a wide geographic area, or anything in between.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

How challenging will it be to scale the system out?

▶

How many kinds of architecture can be built with it?

▶

Are there options for different architecture types?
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▶

Can it be deployed effectively at one site, multiple sites, to the
cloud, and any combination thereof?

▶

Can you add redundancy and is redundancy easy to add?

▶

Can it manage data and projects from one central location?

Figure 3: Cybersecurity is at
the top of everyone’s minds.

Cybersecurity
Unfortunately, attacks on industrial targets are increasing in various
forms, whether it’s phishing, malware, ransomware, or data breaches,
to name just a few [Figure 3]. No software is 100% secure, but having
software with modern security features is vital.
A few years ago, the OT network was either siloed off from the rest
of the system or secured with firewalls. There was little emphasis placed
on security, and some organizations even kept the OT network open to
the rest of the IT network.
It is important to address security considerations for any modern
SCADA system, especially encryption like TLS 1.2 or 1.3. Leveraging the
same encryption that banking websites use can make a big impact in
keeping an organization secure.
In the case of a network compromise, there should be protections
in place to prevent bad actors from accessing the SCADA system and
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doing any damage. This means protecting all ports as well as any
internet connections that utilize IIoT technology. It is critical that a
system has security at the forefront, as something that is a core piece of
the system overall [Figure 4].
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Does it support widely used encryption protocols like SSL and TLS?

▶

Does it support federated identity providers?

▶

Does it support two-factor or multi-factor authentication?

▶

Does it have a model for user permissions?

▶

Does it follow the Purdue Model?

Unlimited Licensing
For a SCADA system to truly excel in the modern era, it needs an
unlimited licensing model. Traditional SCADA licensing requires
payment for every client and tag added—1-10 tags being X number
of dollars; 50-100 being Y number of dollars—making it difficult if not
impossible to add sensors or devices after the fact.
With unlimited licensing, the number of tags is only limited
by what the hardware can support, moving the range of tags into
hundreds of thousands before multiple servers and licenses are
required. Unlimited licensing also makes it possible to expand the
system without constraint, which facilitates innovation, opens up
possibilities, and frees engineers and designers to implement the best
possible solutions.
Questions to ask about the SCADA system:
▶

Is it licensed by clients and tags or is it licensed by the server?

▶

Will it cost more to add those clients, tags, and connections?

▶

Will scalability be affordable under the licensing model?
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▶

How will the licensing affect or limit the system’s overall
performance?

Software for the
Modern Era
Ignition by Inductive
Automation is an industrial
application platform
designed to have all of

Figure 4: It is critical that
a system has security at
the forefront.

the key features needed
for today’s changing
world, empowering your
organization to create a future-proof SCADA system that is ready for the
modern IIoT era and beyond.
To learn more, click here.
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